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Executive summary 

● Bilateral trade has been growing slowly over the past five years. If business as usual

continues, Indonesia could fall further behind Australia’s top trading partners. To break

into Australia’s top 10 trading partners, Indonesia’s trade with Australia would need to

grow 4.7 times faster than the current rate. This exponential growth can be achieved by

a combination of sustaining current growth rates in leading sectors and unlocking new

scalable sources of growth.

● Younger Indonesians and Australians are critical to both approaches. Indonesian youth

hold the key to the country’s efforts to climb up the global value chain and escape the

middle income trap, while Australian youth lead the rest of the country in embracing

doing business with Indonesia.

● Embracing Indonesia-relevant skills and experience can boost revenue and amplify

trade growth. These skills can be found in the talent of young Australians and

Indonesians engaged in people-to-people initiatives, as they are the ones most likely to

have the skills, reach and relationships to effectively do business.

● Businesses, governments and communities in both nations need to collaborate to fully

leverage talent in the people-to-people ecosystem to grow bilateral trade, in the:

○ Short term: by engaging people within the Australia-Indonesia people-to-people

ecosystem in key activities which promote trade

○ Medium term: by creating a cohort of IA-CEPA champions to translate benefits to

communities

○ Long term: by developing skills most in demand by leading and growth sectors of

bilateral trade
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New approaches needed to amplify trade growth 

Bilateral trade has been growing slowly 

 

For neighbouring trillion dollar economies, Australia and Indonesia’s trade volume is low. No two 

G20 member countries trade as little with one another as Australia and Indonesia; in 2016, even 

Russia had deeper trade links with its sanctioner states within the G20

1Currently ranked Australia’s 14th largest trading partner, Indonesia has a considerable distance 

to go to break into the top 102. The gap between it and Australia’s 10th largest trading partner, 

Malaysia, is equal to 36.9% of Indonesia’s current trade volume with Australia. Meanwhile, the 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of the Australia-Indonesia trade between 2013-2018 is 

2.62% – the second slowest amongst Australia’s top 15 largest trading partners, behind only 

Hong Kong (1.55%). On current trajectory, Indonesia would not be able to catch up, as 

Australia-Indonesia trade growth has been stagnating compared to the rest of the top 15. 

 

Figure 1. Australia’s trade growth with its 15 largest trading partners between 2013-2018. 

 

The Australia-Indonesia trade growth significantly lags behind Australia’s two fastest growing 

trade ties, India and Vietnam, which grew respectively at 14.2% and 12.4% between 2013-2018, 

as illustrated in Figure 1. In 2013, India’s trade volume with Australia was roughly equal to 

Indonesia’s trade volume with Australia, while Vietnam’s was roughly half (0.53) of Indonesia’s. 

In 2018, India’s trade volume is close to twice the size of Australia-Indonesia trade volume 

(1.73), while Vietnam’s almost matches Indonesia’s (0.83). 
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Indonesia risks falling even further behind 

 

If the growth rate of the past 5 years is replicated in the next 5 years, not only would Indonesia 

fail to break into the top 10, it would be overtaken by Vietnam to fall to 15th place, as illustrated 

in Figure 2. Within 10 years, Vietnam’s trade volume with Australia will have grown from half to 

1.3 times the size of Indonesia’s trade growth. This trend is consistent with Vietnam’s current 

competitive advantage over Indonesia. Out of 33 Chinese-listed firms which have announced 

plans to expand amid the US-China trade war, 23 will move to Vietnam and none to Indonesia.3 

 

 
Figure 2. Australia’s projected top 15 trading partners in 2023 based on 2013-2018 CAGR. 

 

The Australian Government has set a target for Indonesia to be in Australia’s top 10 and, 

eventually, top 5 largest trading partners,4 however, the scale of this challenge is enormous. On 

current trajectory, to break into the top 10 by 2023, Indonesia’s trade volume will need to grow 

at a CAGR of 12.22%, or approximately 4.7 times faster than its current growth rate. 

Incremental growth will not be sufficient to meet the Australian Government’s goal, thus the 

effort to grow trade volume should be focused on scalable solutions to unlock exponential 

growth. 

Two approaches to amplify trade growth 

 

Amplifying bilateral trade growth will need to be achieved not just by sustaining the growth of 

leading sectors, but also by scaling growth of untapped sectors, as shown in Figure 3. The 

leading goods and services in Australia-Indonesia trade include petroleum (both crude & 

refined), coal, wheat, live animals, education services and tourism.5 Growing trade volume in 

these goods and services alone would not be sufficient. 
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A bilateral trade growth rate of 12.22% is unlikely to be achieved by trading 4.7 times the 

amount of coal or amplifying the number of Australian tourists to Bali 4.7 times. In education, for 

example, which includes higher education, VET, schools, English language training, and non-

award (non-degree) programs, the growth in total enrolments of Indonesian students in Australia 

between 2015 and 2018 was 2.75% with a net gain of 530 students per year.6 If future bilateral 

trade growth relied only on current leading sectors, such as education, for example, Australia 

would need to attract an additional 2,490 Indonesian students per year. To put this in context, 

this is equivalent to around a quarter of the total number of Indonesian university students in 

Australia.7 

  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Two approaches to amplify Australia-Indonesia trade growth 

 

It is imperative, then, to unlock not just new, but also scalable sources of growth. Indonesia’s 

digital economy represents such an untapped, scalable growth opportunity. It is the largest and 

fastest growing digital economy in the fastest growing region in the world, having quadrupled in 

size since 2015 at an annual growth rate of 49% and set to reach USD 130 billion by 2025.8 

This growth is driven by increasing smartphone penetration, an emerging middle class, 

increasing foreign direct investment, and the evolution of payments infrastructure.9 Tapping into 

the digital economy would enable the growth of a set of professional services and platforms that 

support the digital economy ecosystem, such as cyber security and payments infrastructure, as 

well as consulting. 

 

To effectively implement the dual approach of growing leading sectors and unlocking new, 

scalable sectors, both countries will need to invest in the skills of the generations that will drive 

its current and future trade growth. 
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Younger Indonesians and Australians are key to growing trade 

Younger Indonesians are key to escaping the middle income trap 

 

Indonesia needs to invest in the skills development of its youth while it enjoys a demographic 

dividend over the next decade if it is to transition into a high-income economy. In 2030, 

Indonesia’s dependency ratio (proportion of non-working age population to working age) is 

projected to climb from its lowest point of 47.7% (Figure 4).10 With a median age of 3011, 

whether or not Indonesia climbs up the value chain significantly depends on the skills of its 

young people. President Joko Widodo recognises this; he has made human capital 

development the centerpiece of his second term agenda and aims to add 58 million skilled 

workers by 2030.12 13 Investing in the skills of Gen X (15 to 23 year olds) and millennial (24 to 30 

year olds) Indonesians, who are just entering the workforce and in the early stages of their 

careers, would provide a long-term foundation for growing Indonesia’s prosperity. 

 
Figure 4. Indonesia’s total dependency ratio (Source: UN World Population Prospects 2019) 

 

As Indonesia’s prosperity grows, its surging middle class will have greater capacity to spend on 

Australian goods and services, such as education and tourism. Australia is already the top 

overseas destination for Indonesian university students.14 Growing prosperity would provide a 

new generation of Indonesians access to overseas education, which was previously out of 

reach for their parents. Furthermore, as Indonesians have greater disposable income, they are 

likely to seek holiday destinations beyond their own region, and younger Indonesians lead the 

way. Research shows that over half (55%) of surveyed 18 to 34 year old Indonesians identified 

holidays in Australia as the number one top-of-mind issue when thinking about Australia.15 

Investing in the skills of younger Indonesians could increase the capacity of the rising middle 

class to grow trade with Australia. 
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Younger Australians are more likely to be open to doing business with 

Indonesians 

 

Australian perceptions of Indonesia is key challenge to growing bilateral trade. In a survey of 

2,000 Australians16, respondents were asked the extent to which they agree with certain 

characterisations of Indonesia. As Figure 5 shows, Australians overall have negative 

perceptions of traits that are most relevant to trade: trustworthy (-11), fair (-30), prosperous (-

19), and strong economy (-16). This presents a challenging operating environment for growing 

bilateral trade. You are unlikely to want to do business with a prospective business partner if 

you don’t believe him or her to be trustworthy and fair; and you are unlikely to enter a market 

which you don’t consider to have a strong, prosperous economy. 

 

 
Figure 5. Australian perception of Indonesia (Source: AIC Perceptions Report 2016) 

 

However, in contrast to the rest of the country, younger Australians are significantly more likely 

to embrace doing business with Indonesia. In every single one of the key metrics, Australians 

aged 18-34 have a much more positive view. While Australians overall lack confidence in doing 

business with Indonesia (-4), there are twice as many Australian millennials and Gen Xers who 

do have such confidence compared to their counterparts who don’t. Furthermore, younger 

Australians are much more likely to consider Indonesians to be fair (+19 net difference) and 

trustworthy (+12). As younger Australians lead the country in embracing trade with Indonesia, 

the investment in growing bilateral trade should be focused on this generation. 
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Leveraging Asia skills would boost revenue 

 

Embracing Asia-relevant skills and experience is necessary to grow trade. Research shows that 

Australian businesses who seek to recruit staff with Asia skills or experience on average earn 

five times more revenue than companies who don’t.17 Incidentally, this rate is just over the rate 

required (4.7 times faster than current growth) to catapult Indonesia into Australia’s top 10  

trading partners. Asialink defines these Asia skills beyond language proficiency to also include: 

market knowledge, in-country operating experience, long-term relationships, adaptability to 

cultural contexts, and capacity to deal with government.18 Bilateral trade has the potential to 

grow exponentially if businesses embrace Indonesia-relevant skills and experience. 

 

 
Figure 6. Australia-Indonesia people-to-people ecosystem (Source: Author’s research) 

 

These skills and experience can best be found in younger Australians and Indonesians who are 

driving and engaged in people-to-people initiatives. The reach of the people-to-people 

ecosystem is extensive and individual backgrounds are varied, as shown in Figure 6. They 

range from youth-led organisations and forums to research collaborations and government-

funded scholarship programs. Young Australians and Indonesians engaged in this ecosystem 

are the ones who most likely would have developed the language, relationship-building, and 

cultural awareness skills needed to amplify trade growth. Furthermore, by being engaged, they 

will have developed quality relationships which can not only improve trade links, but also 

bilateral relations overall. As such, young Australians and Indonesians who are engaged in the 

people-to-people ecosystem hold the key to exponentially growing trade between the two 

nations. 
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Recommendations 

Next steps to leverage talent of young people 

 

Figure 7. Next steps to leverage talent of young people 

Short term: Engage the people-to-people ecosystem in key activities which 

promote trade 

 

Businesses, governments and communities in both nations would need to work hand in hand to 

fully leverage the existing talent within the people-to-people ecosystem. This would involve 

engaging Indonesia-capable young people in activities which are directly tied to growing trade: 

 

● Business: through prioritising Indonesia-capable talent in hiring decisions at businesses 

which generate revenue from either or both nations 

 

● Government: by including incentives for businesses to hire and/or engage Indonesia-

capable youth as part of government funding for people-to-people initiatives 

 

● Communities: by actively seeking to promote leaders of people-to-people initiatives to 

engage with business and government. 
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Medium term: Create a cohort of IA-CEPA champions to translate benefits 

to communities 

 

As the Indonesia-Australia Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (IA-CEPA) is set 

to be ratified by both parliaments, attention will soon shift to the implementation of the 

agreement. A key part of the implementation is promoting the agreement, and Indonesia-

capable youth are best placed to translate the benefits of bilateral trade to the communities 

outside of the ecosystem. Specifically, IA-CEPA has various instruments which can include 

young people, such as: 

 

 
Figure 8. IA-CEPA instruments which can leverage young people 

Long term: Develop skills most in demand by leading and growth sectors of 

bilateral trade 

 

As the people-to-people ecosystem revolves around education, investing in education would 

further amplify the reach and impact of the ecosystem over the long run. Australian education 

and training providers should develop skills that are most in demand by sectors relevant to 

bilateral trade by partnering with: 

 

● Enterprises, to develop the skills that would grow the leading sectors of bilateral trade, 

such as mining, agribusiness and tourism. 

 

● Startups, to develop the skills that unlock new sources of scalable growth in bilateral 

trade, especially those that support the digital economy ecosystem overall, such as 

cyber security and payment platforms. 
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Appendix 

List of youth-focused people-to-people initiatives 

 

This list is not exhaustive. It attempts to highlight Australia-Indonesia youth-focused initiatives. 

 

● ACICIS 

● Australia Awards Indonesia 

● Association of Indonesian Students of Australia (PPIA) 

● Australia-Indonesia Youth Association (AIYA) 

● Australia-Indonesia Youth Exchange Program (AIYEP) 

● The Australia-Indonesia Centre (AIC) 

● BRIDGE School Partnerships 

● Conference of Australian and Indonesian Youth (CAUSINDY) 

● Hamer Scholarships 

● National Australia Indonesia Language Awards (NAILA) 

● New Colombo Plan 

  

https://www.acicis.edu.au/
https://www.australiaawardsindonesia.org/
http://www.ppi-australia.org/
https://www.aiya.org.au/
https://dfat.gov.au/people-to-people/foundations-councils-institutes/australia-indonesia-institute/programs/aiyep/Pages/australia-indonesia-youth-exchange-program.aspx
https://australiaindonesiacentre.org/
http://www.asiaeducation.edu.au/programmes/school-partnerships
https://www.causindy.org/
https://global.vic.gov.au/for-exporters/programs-and-initiatives/hamer-scholarships
https://naila.org.au/
https://dfat.gov.au/people-to-people/new-colombo-plan/pages/new-colombo-plan.aspx
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